Influence of Constructive Parameters on the Cogging Torque in PMSMs
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Abstract. The influence of constructive parameters on
the cogging torque of two permanent magnet
synchronous motor with single and fractional slot
winding is analyzed in this work. The number of stator
slots is fixed and the parameters modified in both types
of motor are: a) slot opening width, b) rotor pole radius,
and c) magnets thickness. The simulation of the
behaviour of the motors is done by the use of finite
elements. The saturation of the core is considered in the
calculation of magnetic field. The torque is calculated
using the virtual work method. The results of both types
are compared and discussed.
Keywords. - Cogging torque, finite element,
permanent magnet synchronous motors, virtual work.
1. Introduction
One of the main problems presented by permanent
magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs) is the torque
ripple being the cause of noise, vibration, speed variation
and problems in control devices [1]. Minimizing this
ripple is very important in the design process of these
machines. One of the main causes of torque ripple is the
cogging torque. Cogging torque is the result of
interaction (magnetic attraction) between the magnetic
flux from the magnets and stator geometry, producing a
variable reluctance with angular position of the rotor.
This torque (independent from the stator current), does
not contribute to net torque of the machine and is
manifested by the tendency of the rotor to align in a
number of positions.
Several researchers [1] - [4] have proposed various
methods to reduce cogging torque (using a fractional
number of slots per pole, skewing of magnets and / or
stator slots, displacing and shaping the magnets,
optimizing the magnet pole-arc-to-pole-pitch ratio,
introducing auxiliary slots or teeth, etc. ..)

The use of a fractional number of slots per pole reduces
the amplitude of cogging torque [5] with no use of
techniques that, as it happens with skewing of the
magnets / or the stator slots, result in an increase of
difficulties in motor manufacturing. This reduction is
achieved by increasing the number of torque cycles, since
each slot is located in a different angular position with
respect to the magnets [5].
The main purpose of this paper is to analyze the influence
in cogging torque of: a) slot opening width, b) rotor pole
radius, and c) magnets thickness, in two PMSMs. Both
machines have same power and external dimensions, the
only difference being rotor pole number (single and
fractional slot winding). The finite element technique is
used to simulate the machine behaviour. Core saturation
is directly considered in the magnetic field calculation.
The virtual work method is used to calculate the torque.

2. Development
A) Cogging torque
Cogging torque can be expressed mathematically by the
following equation [1], [2]:

1 dℜ
Tcog = − φ g2
2
dθ
where

φg

(1)

is the magnetic flux density, ℜ is the air-gap

reluctance and

θ

the rotor angular position.

Since reluctance varies periodically, can also be
expressed as a Fourier series in the form [1], [3], [5]:

Tcog =

∞

∑ Tmk sen( mkθ )
k =1

(2)

where, Tmk is a coefficient which indicates the amplitude
of each component of the series, m is the least common
multiple between the number of stator slots and pole
number of the machine and k is an integer. It can be
proved that the number of cogging torque cycles per
revolution of the rotor is equal to m.
Given the cyclical nature of cogging torque is not
necessary to study it for a full rotation of rotor, reducing
the study to smaller angles, for example, the stator slot
pitch angle. The number of periods of cogging torque
during rotation of one slot pitch (N), can be determined
using the following expression [2], [6]:

N=

2p
GCD (2 p, Q )

(3)

where GCD is the maximum common divisor between
number of poles (2p) and slot number (Q).
A way to influence in the cogging torque of a machine is
to find a relationship between Q and 2p producing a high
number of cycles, this means a decrease in the peak-topeak value of cogging torque.
B) Virtual work
This method is based on calculating the force executed
by one component of a system in a certain direction,
analyzing variation of the energy stored in the system
when the component is moved in the given direction.
Mathematically can be expressed as:

Fp = −

∂W ( φ , p )
∂Wc ( i , p )
=
∂p
∂p
φ = const
i = const

(4)

where Fp is the total force exerted in p direction, W is the
magnetic energy stored and Wc is the magnetic coenergy.
In this way, the global torque developed by a rotating
electric machine can be calculated from the magnetic coenergy, more specifically, from its partial derivative with
respect to the angular displacement of the rotor [7].

T=

∂Wc
∂θ

(5)

where θ is the rotor angular displacement.

3. Analyzed motors
The analyzed machines in this study are of the embedded
magnets type, both in the same power and external
dimensions, the only difference being the number of rotor
poles (12 and 10). Table I shows main design parameters
of both analyzed motors.

TABLE I. Details of the analyzed motors
Connection
Regulator input voltage (V)
Power rating (Referred to 16 Hz)
Current rating (A)
Number of poles
Number of stator slots
Rotor outside diameter (mm)
Stator inner diameter (mm)
Stator outer diameter (mm)
Permanent magnet material
Width of magnet (mm)
Length of magnet (mm)
Coercive Force (kA/m)
Remanent flux density (T)

Star
400
6 kW
16,6
12 / 10
36
158
160
240
NdFeB
6
32/39
920
1,16

Table II shows number of stator slots (Q), number of
poles, number of slots per pole and phase (q), number of
cogging torque cycles per revolution of the rotor (m) and
number of cycles per stator slot pitch (N) of the two
investigated machines.
TABLE II. Number of cycles of cogging torque
Q
36
36

2p
12
10

q
1
1,2

m
36
180

N
1
5

From the values listed in Table II, we can expect a
significant difference in the two motors behaviour in
relation to cogging torque. In the first one (2p = 12 and Q
= 36), with a integer number of slots per pole and phase,
the number of cycles of cogging torque per slot pitch is 1,
while the second motor (2p = 10 and Q = 36), with a
fractional number of slots per pole and phase (1.2), has a
number of cycles of cogging torque by slot pitch of 5.
According to this, the second motor will give a lower
cogging torque.

4. Analysis and results
The finite element technique is used for the computation
of machine behaviour. A nonlinear field analysis is
carried out for the magnetic flux density calculation in
every nodes singular of the model. The finite element
model used is two-dimensional.
The use of parametrization techniques can deal with each
dimension of machine's geometry as a variable, allowing
faster determination of the finite element models, so that
we can modify the parameter and determine, with each
calculation process, the influence on torque of modified
constructive parameter.
Cogging torque is calculated by simulating the machine
behaviour on no-load (without current in the stator
windings) for different rotor positions. For each rotor
position, model mesh is automatically recalculated. Fig 1
shows the magnetic flux density distribution of the two
analyzed motors, for a fixed rotor position.

A) Influence of slot opening width
This section analyzes the influence of the slot opening
width for values between 2 and 4 mm.
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Figure 3 shows, for the two motors analyzed in this
paper, the cogging torque as a function of rotor position
for different slot opening widths.
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Fig. 1. Magnetic flux density.

The effect of the slot opening width, rotor pole radius and
magnets thickness (see Fig 2) on cogging torque for both
motors mentioned above is discussed in this section.

Fig. 3. Cogging torque as a function of slot opening width, 70
mm pole radius and 6 mm magnets thickness.

We can see that in the 12-pole machine there is a clear
influence of slot opening on maximum torque, with a slot
opening width of 2 mm the maximum value of cogging
torque is reduced by 64% compared to the value
corresponding to a slot opening width of 4 mm, this
relationship is linear (see Fig 4). However, this is not so
clear for the 10-pole machine, showing maximum
cogging torque for the smaller opening width (2 mm).
The reduction of maximum torque for the 10-pole motor
and 3 mm slot opening width, compared to 12-pole motor
and similar slot opening width is 99%.

Fig. 2. Analyzed parameters.

As it can be seen, in this case the variation of the
maximum torque with rotor pole radius is similar in both
machines. For the 12-pole machine, cogging torque
magnitude is reduced by 35% for 65 mm radius
compared to the cogging torque magnitude with 79 mm
radius. The same comparison for the second motor, gives
even greater differences, with an 85% reduction in
maximum torque values (torque value is so small for pole
radius between 65 and 70 mm, that calculation errors
have a significant influence on the result).
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Fig. 4. Maximum cogging torque as a function of slot opening
width (12-pole machine).

B) Influence of rotor pole radius
This section examines the influence of pole radius (Fig.
2), for values between 79 and 65 mm at intervals of 1
mm, maintaining a constant rotor outside diameter of 158
mm.
Figure 5 shows the cogging torque obtained for both
machines, indicating a clear influence of polar radius on
the maximum torque. The maximum value increases with
the pole radius, may be because for these radius values,
the air-gap width at the ends of the polar areas is lower
and more constant than in smaller radius cases.
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The evolution of peak values of cogging torque for both
machines, are shown in Fig. 6.
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C) Influence of magnet thickness
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This section examines the effect that magnets thickness
have on cogging torque for values between 5 and 7 mm.
Fig. 7 shows the results obtained for both machines.
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As it happened with the first parameters (slot opening
width), evolution of maximum torque as a function of
magnet thickness is different on both analyzed machines,
clearly increasing in the 12-pole machine and decreasing
in the 10-pole machine.
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Fig. 5. Cogging torque as a function of polar radius, slot
opening width of 3 mm and 6 mm magnet.

The evolution of the maximum value of cogging torque
for the 12-pole machine is again, as preceding
paragraphs, almost linear (see Fig 8). Maximum torque
value is reduced 14% when reducing magnet thickness
from 7 to 5 mm.
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Performance of various constructive parameters as a
method to reduce cogging torque is much higher on
machines with a integer number of slots per pole, where
evolution of cogging torque with the studied parameter is
more predictable. The studies showed important
differences between the values of maximum torque
calculated. In this motor, cogging torque decreases
significantly with opening slot width, polar radius and
magnets thickness.
These claims are invalid for the case of the fractional slot
winding machine. The results show a less predictable
relationship between the cogging torque and the studied
parameters. Only when the polar radius is modified its
evolution is similar to that of the 12-pole machine.
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5. Conclusions
This paper analyzes, using the finite element method, the
influence of slot opening width, pole radius and magnet
thickness on cogging torque of two PMSMs.
Torque values calculated on fractional slot winding
machine are much smaller than those calculated on the
single slot winding machine, justifying the use of
fractional slots-per-pole number as an effective method
for reducing cogging torque in this type of machines.
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